
 
 
 
 
 

Ref No-DPSGF/CIRCULAR/Pre Nur-XII /038/2022-23                                                     Date: 21th April, 2022 

 

Dear Parent 

 An important requirement of our current times is a constant vigil and discipline of upholding all 

relevant norms of safety and good health in Covid times. 

 While we are very proud of the discipline we see amongst our students and teachers, yet we do 

come across cases where students are wearing loose and ill-fitting masks which certainly cannot 

provide full protection against a largely air-borne infection. We provide disposable mask as a 

replacement immediately but the necessity of stepping out of home well equipped and protected 

with an effective mask in place remains intact. We see this as an important duty of parents. 

 We keenly urge every parent to equip his/ her ward with a well-fitting N-95 mask and also give a 

spare mask, packed in a clean envelope, as a backup. This is IMPORTANT. 

 Do reinforce all sanitisation protocols with ward. Also please give a personal small bottle sanitisation 

liquid for individual use and reinforce its use at school. 

 Do consider the possibility of stepping out with caution into public places.We hear of students 

visiting malls, markets, family events, weddings , movies etc . There is free movement beyond school 

which can play a negative role in keeping covid infections at bay .Vigilance by school alone is 

insufficient. 

 We have received several suggestions on taking the initiative to impose a fine for an ineffective 

mask or movement without the mask firmly in place. We would like to consider it only if our efforts at 

positive motivation do not yield desired results. Kindly support us by making your ward’s mask 

effective 

 Please do not send your ward to school if there are signs of cough /cold/fever etc. 

 Should there be a case of covid infection in your close family/ or of your ward, please do not send 

your ward to school for minimum 7-9 days. It will be necessary to submit a medical test report 

stating the status as ‘Negative’ before joining the school. 

We thank you for your co-operation. 

 

Regards 

 

 

Principal 

 
 


